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Satanic Family and Comrades these are great news. 
 
As many of you may have read, the new rogue command for ending Net 
Neutrality, has been defeated. The intention was such was to censor the internet, 
and was part of the enemy's shut it down rampage. But in that case, it would 
have been way worse or devastating. 
 
The enemy won a little battle a while ago on this over the fact they mobilized their 
bureaucracy and some certain freedom-hating individuals to destroy the freedom 
on the Net. Of course, they wouldn't call it censorship outright (do they ever say 
obviously what they are going to do?) they just created a dubious scheme about 
giving private companies (aka private firms and a handful of jews) decide how 
much internet speed as they going to give people to browse the net. 
 
Net Neutrality is the concept of keeping this under the regulation of the US 
government, and under free speech. So, nobody, no matter what they say, 
irrespective of content, will not get censored and or "timed out" when people try 
to enter such website. Private firms have to shut up, provide internet access, and 
let the US Constitution do its job. 
 
Imagine if Jewtube or any other such firm had the keys to free speech. Humanity 
would be doomed right now. All of us here, and probably even many others 
would have ended up in gulags. Of course, the new gulags now are different, and 
more sophisticated than the enemy created them a few decades ago. Now, these 
gulags are shiny and people think they are free in them. One such place is 
Jewtube, when one only understands what censorship is when they say anything 
that doesn't coincide with the jewish narratives about things. 
 
The internet as time progresses, and if it's kept FREE (which is definitely not the 
case on most of the planet at all) will contribute to humanity rising to a higher 
level, in matters of law, justice, understanding, knowledge, entertainment, you 
name it. The enemy avidly hates the internet for this matter and wants to 
basically control it. It's evident what the enemy thinks of people that browse the 
internet while major companies, states, and media outlets, use bots and all sorts 
of other fully deceitful methods to influence and corrupt public opinion. An honest 
internet without any of the above would unmask the enemy forever. And it would 
reveal the fact that they are rapidly losing all their powers. 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=29518&p29518


At this point in time and history, unfortunately, good and bad have molded 
together. While some governments like the Republicans are 'good' for some 
things, they are awful and criminal at other things. And when some governments 
like the democrats are serving the multi-culti agenda more, "good and bad" are 
only relative concepts in nowadays Goyim Farm politics. So for that reason we 
have to welcome the good influences (the ones increasing freedom and keeping 
civilization going in a better direction) with thankful feelings. 
 
People need not forget that thousands of us laboriously have been doing occult 
warfare to cause a mass collapse in the media, massive uprising in freedoms of 
communication (such as for example all the scandals of monitoring citizens, 
defeating the rogue attacks like Net Neutrality, backlashes the enemy has gotten 
from censoring which we have made them pay dearly, the destruction of 
Facebook and showing that the reptile Zuckerberg is a reptilian amassing human 
data etc.keeping etc.). 
 
Not long ago the US Congress has also passed more tech regulation, which, as 
we grow closer to the age of Aquarius, will play be crucial, especially in a world 
where sole jewish owned companies are more powerful than many countries on 
the planet. 
 
Freedom is not only a state of being but the result of ongoing warfare and 
resistance. Especially when we live on an occupied planet with deluded evil 
people on top of it. For that we have to fight and be vigilant. 
 
The "Goyim" are waking up and we must keep it that way. For this to happen we 
have to do work. This work is summarized by the RTRs. Generations from now 
some people will be thankful for our efforts. Actually, many people are they 
simply don't know it yet. 
 
We need to keep up the warfare to enjoy, to live, and to save this world. And 
improve our own lives and be able to maintain any freedoms we have. Nobody is 
excluded here. Incidents like what almost happened to the internet show that this 
is no time to fool around and "not care". 
 
 
HAIL SATAN!!! 
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